ATTACK ALARM
An effective alarm using
a real human voice to
combat attacks on taxi
drivers

Whether it’s aggression from drugs or too
much alcohol, a passenger who doesn’t
intend to pay the fare, or someone intent
on robbing the day’s takings the outcome
is all-too-often serious.
Female taxi drivers are even more at risk
from those who consider them an easy
target.
But the truth is these people are often
cowards who will back off as soon as they
are challenged.
At the push of a button the Taxi Alarm calls
for help and its real human voice cannot be
ignored by anyone within earshot.
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Suppliers of Attack Alarms
for mobile banks,
cash-in-transit, security
and bullion vehicles

An optional electronic sounder inside the
vehicle serves to confuse and disorientate
the assailant who will usually cease the
attack and leave as quickly as possible.
When it’s your safety at stake you need to
respond immediately. Your assailant won’t
be expecting an alarm to sound and when
it does he will be the one who’s afraid of
the consequences.

TAXI ALARM by O.W.L. the experts in electronic vehicle attack systems

TAXI
DRIVER

Taxi drivers are increasingly coming under
attack from passengers.

The Taxi Alarm is available as a single unit talking
alarm with an attention-grabbing siren, or with an
extra speaker to give even louder volume.
An optional ear-splitting electronic sounder may also
be fitted inside the vehicle. This will deter even the
most aggressive attacker.
Installation is simple. The talking sounder is mounted
in a convenient location under the bonnet, behind the
radiator grille or front bumper - it’s fully waterproof.

TALKING
ATTACK
ALARM

A single wire runs from the battery to a switch inside
the vehicle and from the switch to the alarm sounder.
You can use a standard on/off switch that matches the
existing switches or a panic button available separately.
To trigger the alarm simply operate the switch or panic
button.

Main alarm unit fits under bonnet
or behind front grille

Immediately a loud siren sounds outside the vehicle
followed by a male or female voice which shouts...
“Help...Taxi Driver under attack...please call the police”
The siren and message continue to sound until you
reset the alarm. It is guaranteed to attract the attention of anyone within earshot - and that’s the last thing
an attacker will want to do.
Also available is a second message to sound only
inside the vehicle when each journey begins...

Optional second speaker behind
rear bumper for even louder
sound output

Optional electronic “sound bomb”
to fit in passenger compartment

“For security purposes all passengers in this vehicle
are recorded by cctv”
This is an extremely effective deterrent which can
prevent potential incidents before they begin. It’s
much better than a simple sign even if you don’t have
cctv installed.
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